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Abstract—With the wide adoption of XML in many applications, people begin to manage thousands of XML documents in database. In many applications which backend data source powered by a XML database management system, keyword search is important to query XML data with a regular structure if the user does not know the structure or only knows the structure partially. Essentially, many keyword search can be rewritten to XPath query $Q=\\langle/|/\\rangle_{1}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{2}/\\ldots/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m-2}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m-1}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m}$ of the query, and $Q_s$ for $(text())=str$, for simplicity.

As for the efficient query evaluation in database system, constructing indexes for the data over which query will be performed is a classical and effective idea. In database research and engineering fields, many XML indexes have been proposed over the last decade. Some representative index structure such as Structure Join based Index[1,2,3], Path based Index[4,5], APEX[6] and ViST[7], Graph Indexing[8], etc, have been proposed in recent years.

To our best knowledge, there is no solution for the evaluation of query $Q_s$, especially $Q_s$ at $O(m)$ cost which $m$ is the length of $Q_s$.

A. Related works

In structure join-based index[1], Quanzhong Li et al. proposed a new system for indexing and storing XML data based on a numbering scheme for elements. This numbering scheme quickly determines the ancestor-descendant relationship between elements in the hierarchy of XML data. Reference [2] proposed a variation of the traditional merge join algorithm, called the multi-predicate merge join (MPMGMJN) algorithm, for finding all occurrences of the basic structural relationships (such as containment queries). Similarly, ref. [3] developed two families of structure join algorithms: tree-merge and stack-tree, for determination of ancestor-descendant relationships.

As for Path-based Index[4], DataGuides[5] is the structural summaries of the source XML data, and it can be used to find elements when their full path (path from root element) is given. But for some XML data, the index volume may be bigger than the source data. In ref. [5], BF. Cooper et al. proposed an Index Fabric, it is conceptually similar to the DataGuides in that it indexes all raw paths starting from the root element. APEX[6] is an adaptive path index for XML data. Unlike the traditional techniques, APEX uses data mining algorithms to summarize paths that appear frequently in the query workload. It maintains every path of length two, elementm-1, which in turn has the ancestor/parent element elementm, and so on. In the following, we use notation $Q_s$ as the shortcut of the path $\\langle/|/\\rangle_{1}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{2}/\\ldots/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m}$ of the query, and $Q_s$ for $(text())=str$, for simplicity.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the wide adoption of XML in many applications, people begin to manage thousands of XML documents in database. In many applications which backend data source powered by a XML database management system, keyword search with semantic constraint is important to query XML data with a regular structure if the user does not know the structure or only knows the structure partially. Essentially, many keywords search have the form $Q=\\langle/|/\\rangle_{1}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{2}/\\ldots/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m-2}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m-1}/\\langle/|/\\rangle_{m}$ of the query, and $Q_s$ for $(text())=str$, from the perspective of XPath. For example, suppose there is a keyword search $[books William]$ on XML data about publishing, the result could be the union of the results of the two queries after database system rewriting based on meta data: //books/chapters/authors[text()="William"] and //books/authors[text()="William"]. We focus this paper on index mechanism on which query $Q$ will be evaluated efficiently in XML database. Query rewrites and optimization is beyond this paper.

As for query $Q_s$, it is to find all the elementm, which has the text content str, and its ancestor/parent element is
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Therefore it also has to rely on join operations to answer path queries with more than two elements.

ViST\textsuperscript{2}\textsuperscript{3} has proposed a method for indexing XML data based on pre-sequencing XML data, so query evaluation is equivalent to the sequence matching.

Xifeng Yan et al. proposed in ref. [8] a graph mining technique, different from the existing path-based methods, a gIndex was proposed to make use of frequent substructures as the basic indexing feature.

Recently, ref. [15] considers indexing support for queries that combine keywords and structure, it described several extensions to inverted lists to capture structure when it is present.

As for keyword search in XML data, it is a hot database research topic in nowadays, ref. [16~25] are samples of these; ref. [16] proposed an extension to XML query languages that enables keyword search at the granularity of XML elements; ref. [17] considered the problem of efficiently producing ranked results for keyword search queries over hyperlinked XML documents, etc.

All these proposed index structures or methods cannot process \( Q \) with keywords efficiently, and we don’t find practical methods which incorporating database management system can be used in our application example presented above, this motivates our work on BTP-index in a real database management system.

B. Related works

For evaluating query \( Q \) efficiently, we propose an XML index structure BTP-Index. In particular, the contributions of our paper can be described as follows:

1. We propose Suffix tree based XML structure index mechanism (B part of BTP-Index). Using this index mechanism, we can process the Basic Path Query Unit (see definition 1) of \( Q \) at time expense of \( O(h) \).

2. We propose an algorithm for processing \( Q \), by join the Basic Path Query Unit result, based on an extended code mechanism for XML data tree.

3. We propose an XML content index structure based on Tries & Patricia\textsuperscript{4} tree (TP part of BTP-Index). Each leaf node in the index tree corresponds to a word in XML content, and each item of the attached inverted list to the node contains position information of the word. And the worst evaluation cost of \( Q \) is \( O(|\text{str}|+k \times \log B(|L|)) \). Put above structures together, we call the overall mechanism as BTP-Index.

4. We have implemented part of the methods in our Relation-XML dual engine DBMS system, and our experimental result perform in the system demonstrates the efficiency of BTP-Index.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Some related preliminary knowledge is introduced in section 2. In section 3, we propose the suffix based XML index mechanism and the algorithm joining Basic Path Query Unit efficiently, for evaluation of \( Q \). Section 4 proposes an XML content index structure for evaluation of \( Q \). In section 5, experimental results and brief analysis are given. Section 6 concludes the whole paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce XPath and basic path query unit concept in II.A, then present the XML data model in II.B, and finally define Suffix tree and give some lemmas about it in II.C.

A. Basic Path Query Unit

Definition 1. Basic Path Query Unit

We call any XPath query of form //\( e_1\)/\( e_2\)/\( \ldots\)/\( e_k \) as a Basic Path Query Unit of query \( Q \). We will use BPQU as a shortcut for it.

Our overall idea to process structural part of query \( Q \) is to decompose the structural part of query \( Q \) into many BPQU, and processing each BPQU respectively first, then join the results of BPQU’s to get the final result of structural query part of \( Q \).

Please note that the “structural part of query” has the same meaning with “semantic path of query” in our paper, we will use it interchangeable in the paper followed. Its notation \( Q_s \) is also used in text sometimes.

B. XML data model

We use a semi-structured data model called Object Exchange Model\textsuperscript{(2)} (OEM) to describe the content of XML document. A diagram is used to represent the data. In this diagram, nodes denote the objects and edges are tagged by attribute names. There are two kinds of OEM objects, Atomic object and Complex object. The value of Atomic object is indivisible, ex. an integer, while the value of Complex object is a set of \(<\text{label}, \text{id}>\) pairs.

![Fig. 1](image.png)

In OEM, XML data can be expressed as follows: OEM nodes denote XML elements and the relationship like parent-child, element-attribute and references are denoted by labeled edges. The data value (Suppose all the data values are string) corresponds to OEM leaves.

Fig. 1a shows the example of XML document in this paper and Fig. 1b is the corresponding OEM diagram. &0 and &1 are identifiers of elements. &13 and &14 are Atomic objects while &1 and &2 are Complex objects.

C. Suffix Tree

Definition 2. String suffix

Given a set \( \Sigma \) of alphabet, \( s \in \sum^* \cup \{\epsilon\} \); we call string \( P \) the suffix of \( S \), \( i \in [P=\sum^1, i=1,2,\ldots,|S|], |S| \) is the length of \( S \). Especially, empty string \( \epsilon \) is also the suffix of \( S \). In fact, \( \epsilon \) is the suffix of any string.

Definition 3. String containment (\( \subseteq \))

Given two strings \( S_1^1[1..m], S_2^1[1..m] \in \sum^+ \), \( m \leq n \). If \( S_1^1[1] \supseteq S_2^1[1], S_1^1[2] \supseteq S_2^1[i+1], \ldots, S_1^1[m] \supseteq S_2^1[i+m-1] \) then present the XML data model in this paper and Fig. 1b is the corresponding OEM diagram. &0 and &1 are identifiers of elements. &13 and &14 are Atomic objects while &1 and &2 are Complex objects.
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In OEM, XML data can be expressed as follows: OEM nodes denote XML elements and the relationship like parent-child, element-attribute and references are denoted by labeled edges. The data value (Suppose all the data values are string) corresponds to OEM leaves.

Fig. 1a shows the example of XML document in this paper and Fig. 1b is the corresponding OEM diagram. &0 and &1 are identifiers of elements. &13 and &14 are Atomic objects while &1 and &2 are Complex objects.
1, \leq i \leq \lfloor n/2 \rfloor + 1, \) then we say that \( S^i \) contained in \( S^2 \) (notation is \( S^i \subseteq S^2 \)).

**Definition 4.** String suffix tree (\( T_s \))

The suffix tree of string \( S \) is a rooted tree. Formally, \( T_s = \{ V, root, E, L, \Sigma \} \), among which, root is the root node; \( V \) is the set of all nodes in \( T_s \); \( E \) is the set of all labeled edges in \( T_s \); \( L \) is the set of all leaf nodes and \( L \subseteq V \); \( \forall n \in V \), there is a sequence \( l_1l_2...l_n \) which we called the path of \( n \). Actually, \( l_1l_2...l_n \) is the concatenation of edge labels along the path from root node to \( n \). For each node \( n \in V \), its path is unique. And for each leaf node \( n \in L \), the edge path of \( m \) is one suffix of \( S \). Fig. 2 is an example suffix tree of “ababc”.

**Definition 5.** Suffix tree containment

Given \( T = \{ V, root, E, L, \Sigma \} \) and \( T' = \{ V, root', E', L', \Sigma' \} \), if \( V \subseteq V' \land E \subseteq E' \land \Sigma \subseteq \Sigma' \), we say that \( T \) is contained in \( T' \) (\( T \subseteq T' \)).

Based on the definitions above and suffix tree construction algorithm\(^{(1)}\), we have the following propositions.

**Lemma 1.** The judgment of containment of string \( p \) in \( s \) can be implemented as the process of searching in suffix tree of \( s \) character by character from the root node, the time expense is \( o(m) \), where \( m \) is the length of \( p \).

**Lemma 2.** Give string \( s_1, s_2 \), if \( s_1 \subseteq s_2 \), we have \( T_{s_1} \subseteq T_{s_2} \).

![Fig. 2 Suffix tree of string “ababc”](image)

**III. XML STRUCTURE INDEX MECHANISM FOR EVALUATION OF BPQU**

In this section, firstly we discuss the construction of XML structure index (\( B \) part of \( BTP-Index \)) for evaluation of basic path query unit in detail (III.A) so we named it \( BPQU-Index \), after that we analysis the query efficiency based on it (III.B) and (III.C) give the steps for evaluation of semantic path query of \( Q \).

**A. Index Construction**

Suppose there is an XML tree \( T_d(V_o, root_o, E_o, T_o, \Sigma_o) \) (as Fig. 1b) where \( \Sigma_o \) is the set of labels of all the edges of the tree. For Fig. 1, \( \Sigma_o = \{ \text{book}, \text{title}, \text{author}, \text{name}, \text{major}, \text{university}, \text{press} \} \). Since all XML documents use “xml” as the root element, we don’t make it an element of \( \Sigma_o \). The path of nodes in \( T_o \), for example, “book.author.name” of node “&6” and “book.author” of internal node “&5”, are path strings based on \( \Sigma_o \).

We found that node &4 and &11 are the same in semantics but different in contents. In order to represent the nodes of the same semantic, we define two kinds of path: data path and semantic path. Data path is a string of format “\( l \_1d_1l_2d_2...l_df_k \)”, where \( l_k \) (\( k=1,2,...,i \)) is the tag of edge in OEM and \( d_k \) (\( k=1,2,...,i \)) is the identifier of node, ex. &2 and &10. Semantic path is a string of format “\( l_1l_2...l_f \)”, where \( l_k \) (\( k=1,2,...,i \)) is the tag of edge in OEM. Obviously a semantic path can have several data path. \( l_i \) and \( d_i \) are basic elements of the following algorithms like the single character of processing the string.

The basic idea of constructing the suffix tree of XML semantic path is merging the data nodes with the same semantics and finding the node within limited steps. We construct a suffix tree by merging all the suffix strings of the semantic path of each node, i.e. by sharing the common suffix of the semantic path. This suffix tree is called \( BPQU-Index \) of OEM diagram or of corresponding XML data. The OEM node in each node of \( BPQU-Index \) called the extending set. In Fig. 3b, the extending set of \( BPQU-Index \) node corresponding to path “book” is \( \{ &2, &10 \} \). Then we will give the formal definition of \( BPQU-Index \):

**Definition 6.** \( BPQU-Index \)

Suppose \( \sigma(T_o) = \{ s_1, s_2, ..., s_L \} \) is the set of data path strings of all the nodes in \( T_o \), for each \( s_i (i=1,2,...,L) \), we use its semantic path to construct the \( BPQU-Index \) tree \( T_o(\sigma) = \{ V_{suff}, root_{suff}, T_{suff}, E_{suff}, \Sigma_o, F_o \} \), where \( V_{suff}, root_{suff}, T_{suff}, E_{suff} \) correspond to node set, root node, leaf nodes and edge set. \( \Sigma_o \) comes from \( T_o \), \( F_o(v) = |v| \forall v \in V_o \land v' \in V_{suff} \land \nu_{path} = v'_{path} \) where \( \nu_{path} \) \( v'_{path} \) are the semantic path of node \( v \) and \( v' \).

Since the path of internal nodes are substrings of leaf nodes\(^{(2)}\), from Lemma 2 we know that we can just building the \( BPQU-Index \) for all the leaf nodes in OEM diagram. In other words, \( \sigma(T_o) \) only contains the path of leaf nodes, i.e. \( \sigma(T_o) = \{ s_1, s_2, ..., s_L \} \) where \( L \) is the number of leaf nodes.

The algorithm of building \( s_i = l_1d_1l_2d_2...l_fd_k \) in \( T_{s_i} \) is given in algorithm 1, in which \( T_{s_i} \) is the current \( BPQU-Index \) tree and root is the root node. Algorithm 1 should be applied \( L \) times.

**Algorithm 1: Building \( BPQU-Index \) of \( s_i = l_1d_1l_2d_2...l_fd_k \) in \( T_{s_i} \)**

1. Set semantic path \( p = l_1d_1...d_k \). It’s also the suffix of \( p \). Set data string \( q = |d_1d_2...d_k| \).
2. Searching for edge \( q[1] \) from root node. If it exists, put \( q[1] \) to the extending set of the node \( p \) points to in \( T_{s_i} \).
3. Continue the searching process in 2 till there are no edges matched. Suppose the last matching edge is \( p[k] \), and the node it points to is \( M \), \( k = j \) goto 4;
4. \( k = k + 1 \). If \( k \leq |p| \), then goto 5, else goto 6;
5. Create a new node \( N \). Put \( d[k] \) into the extending set of \( N \). Point \( p[k] \) to \( N \) from \( M \). Goto 4;
6. If \( |p| \leq 1 \) then goto 7, else put \( p[2..|p|] = q[2..|q|] \), goto 2;
7. End of procedure.

An example is given to explain Algorithm.

Suppose \( \sigma = \{ \text{book.&2.author.&5}, \text{book.&10.author.&12} \} \). First construct \( BPQ-Index \) for string “book.&2.author.&5” whose semantic path is “book.author”. “book. author” has two suffixes: “book.author” and “author”.

Then,

\( a) \) Apply algorithm to suffix “book.author”. Because \( BPQU-Index \) is empty at the beginning, we
construct root node first. Then create node “&2”, edge “book”, node “&5” and edge “author”;

b). Apply algorithm to suffix “author”. Because the root node doesn’t have an edge labeled “author”, we create edge “author” and node “&5”. Fig. 3a shows the resulting BPQU-Index. Then process “book.&10.author. &12” based on the BPQU-Index now;

c). Apply algorithm to suffix “book.author”. Edge “book” is found from the root node and it points to node “&2”. Merge “&10” into it and get {&2,&10}. Then edge “author” is found to match the following edge. Add “&12” into the node which “author” points to and get {&5,&12};

d). Apply algorithm to suffix “book.author”. Similar to c), “&12” is merged into node which “author” points to and get {&5,&12}. The resulting BPQU-Index is shown in Fig. 3b.

In Fig. 1b, because most of the data path of node “&6” and “&7” are overlapped, if first adding the suffix of path of node “&6” as algorithm 1, the constructing of suffix of node “&7” contributes little to the extending set of the corresponding path. Actually, for leaf nodes in OEM diagram, if some of the data paths are overlapped, there will be some redundant work for algorithm 1. The time complexity of algorithm 1 is O(h^2).

The precondition of this method is that as for semantic path “book.author”, its BPQU-Index can be made by modifying the BPQU-Index of “book”. The modification can be done by adding edge “author” and the node “author” points to the leaf nodes and root in BPQU-Index of “book”. For Fig. 4b, the shadowed nodes are BPQU-Index of “book”, the other two nodes are added based on it.

Whether we can find the node of BPQU-Index to be operated on is critical for the efficiency of construction. So we introduce Suffix Link. Suppose in BPQU-Index, the path of node v is xα, where x is the basic element of the path (ex. “book” and “author” of “book.author”) and α is the substring of the path. If the path of node s(α) is α there is a pointer points to s(α) from v. It is called Suffix Link of node v.

**Lemma 3.** In BPQU-Index, each node has a Suffix Link points to its suffix node. Please notice that the Suffix Links of all the child nodes of root point to the root node. In other words, the root node stands for the null suffix of all the strings. The suffix of root is null.

Fig. 4 is used to demonstrate the construction of BPQU-Index with Suffix Link. It is also an explanation of Lemma 3.

a). BPQU-Index is empty initially. There is only a root node tagged “root”. Point p to it. Travel OEM tree from the root node. Visit the edge “book” and node “&2”. Create node “&2” in BPQU-Index and add an edge “book” to the node which p points to, point the edge from “root” to “&2”. Because “&2” is the child of root, it should have a Suffix Link points to root. We point p to “&2”.

b). Continue traveling, visit “author” and node “&5”. Create edge “author” and node A with an extending set of {&5} in BPQU-Index, point “author” from {&2} (which p points to) to A. If the node which p’ points to has a Suffix Link, then visit the node N which the Suffix Link points to (It’s the root in Fig. 4). Create an edge “author” and a node B with an extending set of {&5}. Point “author” from N to {&5} and point the Suffix Link of A to B. If node N has a Suffix Link points to the next node, mark that node and use the similar procedure of create edge, nodes and set the Suffix Links. Repeat these steps until the Suffix Link of the current node points to the root (as in the example).

c). Point p’ to node B which is the BPQU-Index node corresponding to the path (“book.author”) of current visited node.

Another constructing algorithm based on pre-order traveling is proposed to improve the efficiency of constructing BPQU-Index. Fig. 4 is used to explain the main idea of the new algorithm: Visit edge “book” and node “&2” from root, build BPQU-Index for “book.&2”. Then point p’ to the leaf node with the longest path (Use the number of nodes to measure the length of the path) in BPQU-Index. Continue traveling, after visiting edge “author” and node “&5”, add them to the root node and the node which p’ points to. These steps construct the BPQU-Index of path “book.&2.author.&5”. It’s the same with algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 OEM Pre Travel based XML BPQU-Index Construction

begin
Input: XML OEM Tree
Output: BPQU-Index Tree
1 p←OEMTree.root
2 Create BPQU-Index.root; p′←BPQU-Index.root
3 While p⇒null do
4 p←p.nextNode; p′ s semantic path string is w/in pre-travel order
5 a←p.nodevalue, l←p.edgeLabel, A⇒Null
6 q←p′ − Node in BPQU-Index which semantic path m string is w-l
7 While q.suffixlink⇒null do
8 Call Create_Or_Find_Node_B
9 If A⇒Null then
10 A.suffixlink⇒B
11 End If
12 A←B; q←q.suffixlink
13 End of while
14 Call Create_Or_Find_Node_B
15 B.suffixlink←BPQU-Index.root
16 If A⇒Null then
17 A.suffixlink←B
18 End IF
19 End of while
20 Procedure Create_Or_Find_Node_B
21 If not exists node(edge=l)⇒q.child then
22 CreateNode B(edge⇒l, nodevalue⇒n)
23 q.child←q.child U B
24 Else
25 B←q.child(edge=l)/B as node with edge l points to it from q
26 B.extent←B.extent∪{n}
27 End If
28 End of Procedure

In algorithm 2, the subprogram of line 20-28 examines whether there is a node with edge l in the child node set of the node which q points to. If it exists, put the node value n into its extending set. Otherwise, create node B and point edge l to B from node q. The procedure of traveling the OEM tree and constructing the BPQU-Index is shown from line 4 to line 19. The next data node n and point edge l to B from node q. Each time of inserting the node in the above procedure (line 20-28) in turn with each node in the Suffix Link of nodevalue=n> to subprogram (line 20-28) to insert a node <edge=l, nodevalue=n> in OEM tree, there is no need to operate the Suffix Link of B again. This process isn’t given in the algorithm for the continuity of logic.

The time complexity of algorithm 2 is O(N^2) where N is the number of nodes in OEM tree. In the implementation, we can improve the algorithm by merging the nodes with the same content. For some given data, the time complexity of the improved algorithm can be O(N) or even less, when the number of nodes with the same semantic path is big.

B. Query evaluation of BPQU

In fact, the following result is true for BPQU-Index.

Theorem 1: For queries of format //e1//e2/...//en, the query can be processed by searching for the node with semantic path “e1,e2,...,en”. If such node exists, its extending set must be the query result.

Proof: Known from algorithm 2, there exists a suffix tree in BPQU-Index for each node v (sPath, &x) in OEM tree. All the nodes with the same semantic path have the same suffix tree. According to the construction of extending set in BPQU-Index, the extending set “entxt” of each node A(sPath=w, extentSet) contains all the nodes in OEM tree with the same semantic path zw (|z|≥0) . The characteristic of suffix tree tells that there is only one semantic path w in BPQU-Index. The theorem can be proved by setting w=e1,e2,...,en.

In the implementation, the time complexity of processing query on each node can be O(1), if the child nodes are searched using Hash table. So the total time expense of processing “//e1//e2/...//en” is O(h).

C. Query evaluation of Semantic path query (Qs) in Q

As we have mentioned in section 2.1, the evaluation of Qs can be fulfilled as following steps:

a) Decompose Qs into many BPQU queries. As for [//][element1][//][element2][//]...[//][elementn], we suppose that the resulting BPQUs are [//element1][...][elementi1], [elementi1+1/...elementt1],...[element2.../...elementt2],...[elementj/sPathWhite, extents] where i=m≥i1≥...≥i2≥i1≥1 That is to say, there are j BPQUs in Qs.

b) Processing each BPQU respectively, suppose we the resulting sets are R1, R2, ..., Rj

c) Join R1, R2, ..., Rj with the condition ei//e2//...//en where ei∈Ri, i=1,2,...,j. Suppose we get the final result of query Qs as R.

d) Output the R as the semantic query of Q.

In order to carry out step c) efficiently, we use the simple region code for start and end tag of XML elements. That is to say, there is a pair (start, end) attribute attached with each node in XML data tree (see Fig. 1b). For every node N(startn, endn), each code pair (starti, endi) of its descendant elements must be contained in (startn, endn), i.e. start2=startn and end2=endn. Based on this technique, we can use MPMPG[2] to process the join of R1, R2, ..., Rj with the condition ei//e2//...//en (ei∈Ri, i=1,2,...,j) efficiently, please reference detail in Ref. [2].
IV. XML CONTENT INDEX STRUCTURE

After we have \( R_s \) in our hand, how to find string quickly is the problem we have to solve next.

A naïve method is like this: let \( R_s=\{e_1,e_2,\ldots,e_k\} \) be the result of query \( Q \), then for each \( e_i \), we have to search in the XML tree to find whether the content of the element is the \textit{string}. If it is, then \( e_i \) is the element we are looking for. Using this method, for each \( e_i \) we may have to read in the corresponding part of the XML tree, so the I/O operation has to be done \( k \) times in the worst case. When \( k \) is big, fox example, 10000 or more(ands this is always true in inverted list based methods), the process becomes very slow.

The above is the motivation of our XML content index structure based on Tries & Patricia\[12\] tree (we named it TP-Index). First we introduce a simple example XML tree for describing TP-Index followed.

For the XML data tree in Fig. 5, let \( C=\{\text{“efficient”, “xml”, “index”, “interval”, “tree”, “survey”, “stream”, “data”}\} \) be the vocabulary of words appeared (notice: we omitted “an”). And we have the query \( Q \) of “//paper/keyword[text()=“Interval Tree”].

Fig. 6 is the TP-Index for \( C \). For simplicity, we only show nodes related to words “interval” and “tree”.

In Fig. 6, the backbone is a Tries & Patricia tree (directed edges). Each edge in it is labeled with a character, and there is an attribute \textit{pre} of each node (inner and leaf nodes). Taking words “interval” and “index” for example. Because they have the same prefix “in” (length of “in” is 2), for the target node \( N \) of the branch labeled “i”, the value of its \textit{pre} attribute is 2. From \( N \), the next character after prefix “in” in words “interval” and “index” are “d” and “t”, respectively, so the outgoing edges are labeled accordingly. For each leaf node, its \textit{pre} attribute is a word string it corresponding to, and there is an inverted list organized as B+ tree attached to it.

Now, we search “interval tree” in TP-Index to describe the detail of TP-Index. Let \( w_1=\text{“interval”} \) and \( w_2=\text{“tree”} \), searching \( w_1 \) in TP-Index can be as follows: from the root node, travel along the edge of label \( w_1[0]=\text{“i”} \) (if it exists), if the target node is an inner node (its attribute \textit{pre} is 2), then continue the traveling along the edge labeled \( w_1[N,\text{pre}]=w_1[2]=\text{“i”} \), we arrive at leaf node M. Be carefully, we have to do the final comparison of the pre content of \( M \) with \( w_1 \). Because the traveling process can not definitely prove that the corresponding word of \( M \) is \( w_1 \) (may be word “\text{integer}” or like). The searching process of \( w_2 \) is the same.

To node \( M \), there attached an inverted list organized as B+ tree. In the inverted list, each item has the structure of (parenntnode, startpos). Take node &\#6 in Fig. 5 for example, its value is “Interval Tree”, and its parent is node &\#1. In the string, the start position of word “Interval” is 0 and the word “Tree” starts at 9, so there is an item of (\&\#1, 0) in the inverted list. As for (\&\#1, 9) of the word “Tree”, it is in the inverted list attached to node \( G \).

Put the BPQU-Index and TP-Index together, we have the overall index mechanism TP-Index.

Return to query example \( Q \) of //paper/keyword[text()=“Interval Tree”]. The evaluation of it can be fulfilled as follows:

Sample query evaluation process.

\( \text{Query=//paper/keyword[text()=“Interval Tree”]} \)

1. Processing the structure part (“//paper/keyword”) of the query based on BPQ-Index, the result is \( R_s=\{&5, &6, &8, &10, &11\} \).

2. Processing the content part (keyword[text()=“Interval Tree”]) of the query;

3. For each row in Table 1, judge if the item \((p,s)\ in InvertedList, p=\text{pre}, \) and get the corresponding (parenntnode, startpos) item;

4. Finally, mark all rows in column result with “Y” which match the condition in step 3.

5. Output all nodes whose corresponding result column is “Y”.

Please note that the \textit{len} value of column \( w_i \) is \( |w_i|+1 \), because we add a separator between words to the preceding one.

The above procedure can be applied to string of many words, the process is the same and we will not discuss this any further.

As we have said, the inverted list is organized as a B+ tree. so for each word, the cost of \textit{parenntnode} searching is \( \log_2|\text{leaf}| \), where \( |\text{leaf}| \) is the average length of inverted lists. For all words and all elements in \( R_s \), the total cost is \( k*j*\log_2|\text{leaf}| \), in which \( k \) is the cardinality of \( R_s \), \( j \) is the word count of string and \( B \) is the fan out factor of B+ tree.
Put the structure evaluation and content evaluation together, the total cost is $O(\text{length} + c \log |L|)$ (note that we replace $k*|c|$ with $c$), in which $|\text{string}|$ is the worst cost of searching string in backbone (Tries & Patricia tree) of $TP-Index$, $t$ is the overall time expense of $Q$ evaluation.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Since the widely used of structure index, we only use the index structure proposed by ref. [2] for comparison. The data set is DBLP [14]. The hardware and software environment are CPU-2GMHZ, RAM-512MBytes, Windows XP Professional.

Fig.7 shows the experiment result of the query processing. The time expense shown in $y$-axis is unitary (relative cost). The number of $x$-axis is the length of the query, i.e. the value of $m$ in $Q$.

Fig.7 Experiment result of query $Q$ processing

Following we analysis of the experimental result.

For the index of using structure Join [2], all the index information is stored in a table whose items are of format $<\text{ParentID} \mid \text{ElementTag} \mid \text{ChildID}>$. Each item corresponds to an edge in the OEM diagram. When we use this structure to process the structure part of query of form $Q$, the index table has to be done the procedure of “Self-Join” like operation $m-1$ times. So the time expense increases rapidly with the growing length of the query path. As for the index structure based on path [9], the matching procedure must be done for all the paths of the index tree. The worst case is traveling the whole index tree. So the time expense is much larger, too. According to Theorem 1, The time complexity of query evaluation based on BTPQ-Index is $O(h)$. So with the growing length of query path, the time expense doesn’t increase much. (Even with several join of BTPQ result sets)

In all, The time expense of BTP-Index is much lower than other index structure when processing query $Q$.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We propose an XML index structure BTP-Index for efficiently process query $Q$, $Q=[/\text{element}/|\text{element}]/|\text{element}]/|\text{element}]/|\text{element}]/|\text{element}/|\text{str}]=\text{str}$) which is used frequently in IR’s XML data query and retrieval. Using BTPQ-Index of BTP-Index, the evaluation of structure part of query $Q$ will be fulfilled at time cost of $O(t)$, combining the evaluation of content part $element[\text{str}]=\text{str}$ by $TP-Index$ structure ($TP$ part of BTP-Index) of XML content, the whole worst time cost is $O(\text{length} + c \log |L|)$.

We will focus our future work on integrating other effective XML keyword search algorithm with BTP-Index to support interactive query on our dual-engine database management system and query optimization.
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